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In a deep, warm ocean, a whale swims through the water.
An attacker is hidden below. It is camouflaged against the
bottom of the ocean floor. Suddenly, the attacker flicks its
massive tail and races upward.
The unlucky whale cannot escape. The attacking beast
draws back the skin from its teeth and rolls its eyes back.
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It bites down powerfully on the head of the whale.
Its sharp teeth slice right through the whale’s skull.
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The Beast Attacks

The beast wriggles its whole body. It bites and tears at the whale’s
body. The water is cloudy with blood and whale blubber.
What was that? That was the ancient shark, Carcharodon
megalodon (car-CARE-oh-don MEG-a-lo-don), eating its dinner.
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Members of the shark family have been living in the oceans
for hundreds of millions of years. Sharks were swimming
the Earth’s oceans before the dinosaurs evolved – long
before humans existed.

• Flexible skeletons made of
cartilage rather than bone.

• Rough, thick skin that helps
them move fast in water.
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• Streamlined bodies, perfect
for speeding through water.
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Sharks are fish that have:
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What Is a Shark
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• Camouflage – they are lighter on the
underside and darker on top to make
them hard to see from above or below.

• Five kinds of fins, letting
them move around and
turn quickly.

Fast Fact
The oldest shark
fossil ever found
is more than
400 million
years old!
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